Music index covers more than 800 international music-related publications from 1974 to the present. All types of music are covered, popular, classical, world music, etc.. Found here are citations of book review, obituaries, news and articles about music, musicians and the music industry. Access Music Index Online through the WSU Libraries homepage at [http://library.wichita.edu/](http://library.wichita.edu/) and by clicking on the **Electronic Databases** link. For more detailed instructions see the Library Guide: “Accessing the Library Databases through the WSU Libraries Homepage.” A print edition of the Music Index is also available in the Ablah Library stacks indexing items from 1949 through 1996 under the call number: ML 118 .M84

From the default search screen enter your search term(s). Do NOT use the “Linked Full Text” option, as it will severely limit your search and it is highly likely that you may be misled by the results. It may be particularly helpful to consider limiting your search by publication type (Article, Conference Reports, Dissertation, Non-Printed Material [recording review], Obituary, Performance [review], or Printed Material Review).
In the following example, we have searched for “Leitmoti*” and have used an ‘*’ asterisk as a truncation symbol to allow us to locate all possible ending forms of the word (i.e., Leitmotif, Leitmotifs, Leitmotiv, etc.). Additionally we want to focus this search in relation to Richard Wagner, and so we have added “Wagner” as a second term. This search resulted in 80 citations. You may automatically narrow/limit your search results by clicking on the subjects listed at the left or the timeline listed on the right of the screen:

To investigate the availability of any given item, click on the link below the citation.

In this example, the WSU Libraries does provide an electronic copy of this article in *Music Theory Spectrum*: Engaging the **360 Link to Full Text** brings up the full text electronic copy in another window.

If the **360 Link** does not present a full text option, it will present a prescriptive list of alternative to continue to look for a copy of the item. If the WSU Libraries is unable to provide a full-text electronic copy of the item in question, you will be directed to explore the catalog directly (not all the journal packages are connected through the **360 Link** and some are found only in the library, in print format). If the WSU Libraries does not have a subscription to the item in question, you will be directed to an interlibrary loan link to attain the item from another library.

Please see the Reference Desk for further options and assistance.
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